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Label printing is a strategic business unit of BGR. Our seven 
flexographic and digital presses, laser die finishing system, and a full 
staff of consultants, designers, and technicians are dedicated to your 
retail and industrial labeling needs. Unlike other label printers, our 
expertise across the entire packaging supply chain allows us to take an 
end-to-end approach to your labeling strategy — from selecting the 
best packaging and material to installing your next label applicating 
system. Our consultants proactively look for ways to save you money 
while delivering exceptional quality, timely service, and superior value.

We have 30 years experience in custom printing. Having printed millions of custom labels 
over that time we have the experience and skill to meet all of your labeling needs.

BGR custom printing serves serve the following markets: Manufacturing / Wholesale / 
Retail / Automotive / Food / Pharma / Health Care / Steel / Metals
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OFFERINGS

SCALABILITY

LASER DIE FINISHING LABELING EQUIPMENT

FLEXIBLE DELIVERYGRAPHICS TEAM

 

The combination of both digital and flexo gives you the 
versatility to print small quantities at a product launch 

and revise artwork as needed based on results. You can 
move into larger volume print runs without having to 
make an initial commitment that cannot be changed.

Our state of the art laser finishing system allows us to 
die cut your unique shape without the need to 

purchase expensive tooling. We will deliver a die-cut 
press proof so you can actually see what your applied 

label will look like before you commit to an order.

RETAIL & INDUSTRIAL LABELS
Whether you’re launching a new product for your 
brand or need a serialized barcode label to track 

your inventory, we can develop a custom solution for 
your unique application. We work with Fortune 500 

companies and startups alike.

We support the sale, service, and install of a carefully 
curated selection of label printers and applicators.

If you have an automated packing line or are 
considering one, we can ensure your label is 
automatically applied correctly... every time.

Being a BGR customer means you benefit from our 
full breadth of packaging supply chain services - 
including free BGR freight on all orders over $250 

within our delivery routes. We can also work with your 
purchasing team to manage your label inventory and 

provide Just-in-Time printing & delivery.

No artwork? No problem. We’ll work with you to make 
sure your label designs turn out the way you envisioned 
them. Our keen attention to detail in art preparation and 
quality control ensures your labels always turn out right.
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